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Laser science

cutting. the car industry makes extensive use of CO2 lasers with
powers up to many kilowatts for computer controlled welding on auto
assembly lines.
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Laser cutters are credited with keeping the U.S. apparel industry
competitive within the world market. Computer controlled laser
garment cutters are often programmed to chop out 400 size 6 then 700
size 9 garments - which might involve just a couple of cuts. The
programmed cutter can cut dozens to many thicknesses of fabric , and
may cut out each piece of the garment during a single run.

Introduction
Lasers (Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of
Radiation) are made from light waves that are in phase with one
another - all travelling within the same direction and typically all one
wavelength. First proposed by Einstein in 1917, laser technology has
evolved into an enormous sort of fields, with applications reaching
almost every aspect of society. Lasers aren't only a part of our
lifestyle - they're helping to enhance our lives also .
Working of Laser
A laser is made when the electrons in atoms in special glasses,
crystals, or gases absorb energy from an electrical current or another
laser and become “excited.” The excited electrons move from a
lower-energy orbit to a higher-energy orbit round the atom’s
nucleus. once they return to their normal or “ground” state, the
electrons emit photons (particles of light).
Applications of Laser:
Medical:
The highly collimated beam of a laser are often further focused to a
microscopic dot of extremely high energy density. This makes it
useful as a cutting and cauterizing instrument. Lasers are used for
photocoagulation of the retina to halt retinal hemorrhaging and for
the tacking of retinal tears. Higher power lasers are used after
cataract surgery if the supportive membrane surrounding the
implanted lens becomes milky. Photo disruption of the membrane
often can cause it to flinch sort of a shade, almost instantly restoring
vision. A focused laser can act as a particularly sharp scalpel for
delicate surgery, cauterizing because it cuts.
Welding and cutting
The highly collimated beam of a laser are often further focused to a
microscopic dot of extremely high energy density for welding and

Barcode Scanners
Supermarket scanners typically use helium-neon lasers to scan the
universal barcodes to spot products. The beam bounces off a rotating
mirror and scans the code, sending a modulated beam to a light-weight
detector then to a computer which has the merchandise information
stored. Semiconductor lasers also can be used for this purpose.
Advantages
It has high data conveying limit and consequently is employed in
correspondence space for transmission of knowledge . It is liberated
from electro-attractive obstruction. This wonder is employed in optical
remote correspondence through free space for media transmission even
as PC organizing. It has the smallest amount sign spillage which is that
the biggest advantage of Laser. Laser-based fiber optic links are light
and subsequently are utilized within the fiber optic correspondence
framework.
It is less harmful in contrast with X-beams and henceforth broadly
utilized in clinical field for therapy of malignancies. it's utilized to
consume little tumors on eye surface and furthermore on tissue
surface.
Disadvantages of Laser
It is costly and consequently more consumption to the patients
requiring laser-based medicines. It is expensive to stay up and
henceforth more expense to specialists and clinic the executives.
Increases intricacy and length of the treatment hooked in to laser
gadgets or sorts of gear. The laser bar is fragile to affect within the
cutting cycle. The slight misstep in changing distance and temperature
may prompt copying or staining of the metals. additionally , it requires
higher
force
during
the
cutting
cycle.
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